South Florida Apnea Challenge 5
October 2019

Grove Scuba and Vortex Freediving are happy to announce the fifth annual South Florida
Apnea Challenge (SFAC2019) event! We look forward to another successful and fun
competition this coming October 26 and 27.
The format will be the same as in the previous editions. We scheduled the competition in
October in order to use the newly renovated FIU Aquatic Center and to give our athletes time
to train and be ready for their best performances in 2019. We expect to have many returning
athletes and several first-timers signing for a maximum of 16 spots.
As in past SFACs this is a friendly local pool competition for Static (STA), Dynamic No Fins
(DNF; short course over 25 yard lengths), and Dynamic (DYN; long course over 50-meter
lengths). SFAC is an AIDA and USA Freediving recognized event for all levels - perfect for
first-timers or seasoned competitors. We invite all levels to experience a freediving competition,
get a national ranking, and maybe qualify for a National Freediving team! We promise all
athletes will learn a lot from fellow participants, and winners receive medals and prizes!
The competition fee is $125 at Grove Scuba. AIDA Rules, Medical Form, and Liability Release
are also found on the website (http://www.grovescuba.com).
Sponsorship options
Platinum: Sponsors donating at least $500 in prizes or $400 in cash will receive placement of
their logo on our competition site/page, on competition promotional material, on our limited
event t-shirt, and may request four of our limited event t-shirts. We will also display any
banners they wish to send us.
Gold: Sponsors donating at least $300 in prizes or $200 in cash will receive placement of their
logo on our competition site/page, on competition promotional material, on our limited event tshirt, and can request two t-shirts.
Silver: Sponsors donating at least $150 in prizes or $100 in cash will receive placement of their
logo on our competition site/page, on competition promotional material, on our limited event tshirt, and can request one limited event t-shirt.
Bronze: Sponsors donating $30 in cash can request one of our limited event t-shirts.
The Sponsor can choose the SFAC medalist recipient for their gifts. SFAC gives medals and
prizes to the following:

- 1st Male Overall
- 2nd Male Overall
- 3rd Male Overall
- 1st Female Overall
- 2nd Female Overall
- 3rd Female Overall
- Best Rookie
- Outstanding Performance

Many Sponsors oﬀer smaller prizes for all participants such as shirts, hats, neck gators, water
bottles, and similar items.
If requested we can provide the sponsor with a letter or email acknowledging the donation.
Please contact us for any further information.

Dive Safe,
Ricardo Paris
ricardo@vortexfreediving.com
Vortex Freediving
2809 SW 27th Ave
Miami FL 33133
305.409.9305
Instagram: @vortexfreediving @grovescuba

